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Drop the Temperature
Raise Your Profits



ECOCHILL  Drop the temperature, raise your profits.



Gas turbines and compressors lose power and capacity on hot days ... 



Small Gas Turbine Performance Output

Advantages Over 
Traditional Cooling
- Cooler Than Direct Evaporative Chilling

- More Efficient Than Mechanical Chilling

- System Redundancy

- Improved Shoulder Season Operations

- Boosts Production

- Rapid Return on Investment

- Designed for Operations in     

   Classified Areas

- Only Requires a Small Amount of  

    Energy and Water

- Can Reduce Turbine Air Emissions

IMPROVE MASS FLOW BY

Increase mass flow and horsepower 

density effectively and economically with 

our breakthrough inlet cooling system.

10-25%

ECOChill
Increases Output

ECOChill Power

No Inlet Cooling Power

No Inlet Cooling Heat Rate

ECOChill Heat Rate



ECOChill

Easy to Install, with a 
Short Downtime
Modular components are quick to install and 

require no modification to your gas turbine or 

compressor – meaning you can get back to 

production quickly. Once our products are in 

place, you’re back in operation – they’re fully 

integrated with your controls and require very 

little user training or maintenance.

New Compressor 
Drive Applications
Operating below full system capacity leads 

to reduced revenue for hot-day delivery. Our 

breakthrough inlet cooling solution increases 

horsepower for up to 50 percent less than 

traditional solutions – with no incremental 

piping or auxiliary equipment.

Existing Compression 
Drive System Optimization
Existing pipes, as well as separation and 

fractionation facilities, can be limited during 

much of the year. Retrofitting inlet chilling 

can add 15 to 25 percent more compressor 

throughput with no modifications to the 

high-value piping and processing equipment.   

PIPELINE
- Increase Firm Capacity

- Increase Seasonal Capacity

- Improve Turbine Performance

MIDSTREAM
- Increase Throughput

- Increase Mass Flow

- Maintain Constant Temperature

SYNGAS
- Increase Annual Production 

   3 to 5 Percent

- Decrease Energy Usage

- Reduce Entrained Moisture

Monthly Lost  Production – Taurus 70

Monthly Ammonia Production (Tons)
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Everest Sciences’    

With an Everest Sciences system, warm air goes in and 

cool air comes out, without much energy used in between. 

We use a combination of indirect evaporation and mechanical 

chilling to cool ambient air before it enters your gas turbine 

or compressor.

This cooler, denser air increases the overall mass flow, 

resulting in improved efficiency and increased production. 

Additionally, our automated systems provide a constant 

output, so your gas flow – and revenue – stays consistent, 

no matter the ambient temperature.

One-of-a-Kind Technology

Integrated hybrid chilling system with 
lower energy usage

Colder than evaporative cooling – more 
efficient than refrigeration

Hot Ambient 
Intake Air

Wet Side
Channels

Cooled Intake Air
(Without Adding 
Moisture)

Water Flow

Secondary Air

Dry Side
Channel



Be Cool

More Horsepower
You may not be using your equipment to its full potential.  Our 
cooling systems can help improve production by increasing 
horsepower on a hot day.

Lower Operating Costs
When the temperature rises, heat rates and operating 
costs per unit of production increase. Our modular, 
low-maintenance systems increase output while 
lowering operating costs.

More Consistent Output
Hot climates can drastically affect your output. Our automated 
systems maintain a constant cool temperature.

Lower Turbine Emissions
It’s hard to meet emissions regulations in warmer months, but 
if you install an Everest Sciences product, regulators become 
an afterthought.

If you think you don’t need a cooling system for 
your gas turbine or compressor, think again.



Everest Sciences, an S&T Company was founded in 2008 in Tulsa, 

Oklahoma. We developed a first-of-its-kind inlet cooling process we call 

the Everest Cycle®, a patented hybrid indirect evaporative-chilling 

cycle. This process is fundamentally more efficient than traditional 

cooling methods, providing cooler, denser air with lower parasitics 

than any competing system. We have achieved success in both the 

oil and gas and chemical processing industries, with installations at 

leading interstate pipelines, midstream pipelines, processing plants 

and syngas plants in the United States and overseas.

17309 E. Pine St

Tulsa, OK 74116

everestsciences.com

Toll Free: 800-913-6810
International: 1-918-770-7190


